Futures are a widely-used abstraction for enabling deferred execution in imperative programs. Deferred execution enqueues tasks rather than explicitly blocking and waiting for them to execute. Many task-based programming models with some form of deferred execution rely on explicit parallelism that is the responsibility of the programmer. Deterministic-by-default (implicitly parallel) models instead use data effects to derive concurrency automatically, alleviating the burden of concurrency management. Both implicitly and explicitly parallel models are particularly challenging for imperative object-oriented programming. Fine-granularity parallelism across member functions or amongst data members may exist, but is often ignored. In this work, we define a general permissions model that leverages the C... type system and move semantics to define an asynchronous programming model embedded in the C... type system. Although a default distributed memory semantic is provided, the concurrent semantics are entirely configurable through C... constexpr integers. Correct use of the defined semantic is verified at compile-time, allowing deterministic-bydefault concurrency to be safely added to applications. Here we demonstrate the use of these "extended futures" for distributed memory asynchronous communication and load balancing. An MPI particle-in-cell application is modified with the wrapper class using this task model, with results presented for a Haswell system up to 64 nodes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interest has surged recently in asynchronous or task-based programming models. Prominent examples include MPI+X models [3] as well as more comprehensive task-models that completely replace MPI such as Legion [4] , HPX [14] , or Charm++ [15] . On-node deferred execution programming models can enable reordering or parallel execution of work thatwould otherwise have run serially. Alternatively, it can allow large tasks graphs to be deferred and enqueued allat-once on accelerators, for example in CUDA tasking [1] , to reduce overheadsassociated with accelerator execution. In distributed memory, task-based models can provide a clear description of data effects that make execution units migratable, allowing load balancing or work stealing for challenging, dynamic problems.
A prominent design feature of some task-parallel languages is automatic extraction of deterministic-by-default concurrency. In Legion, this is usually termed apparently sequential semantics, emphasizing that the final result will be equivalent to a serial, sequential execution, but with tasks possibly executing in parallel or out-of-order when data effects show that it is safe to do so. Legion expresses these data effects in the form of region requirements -the data region used by a task and the mode (usually read or write) in which it is used. Attempts to embed sequential semantics directly in C... templates were made with the MetaPASS header library [12] . These principles also feature prominently in deterministic parallel Java [19] .
Task models relying on dependency analysis usually obey closure rules, with the child tasks only allowed to operate on data "owned" by the parent task. Parent tasks with, e.g., read-only privileges cannot create child tasks with write privileges. In general, task creation ("forking" in Cilk terms) splits a thread into a subtask (or closure) and a continuation. In explicitly parallel languages like Cilk and XIO, the subtask and continuation are always allowed to execute in parallel with no restrictions. The programmer must insert explicit sync statements to ensure correct execution. In models like the C... standard library or HPX, futures can be used to represent data that will eventually become available. These futures,though, do not enforce a sequential semantic or provide a deadlock-free guarantee. Typically in these models, a task created from a future will run whenever the future becomes available, but most of these models also provide a means of manually satisfying a future (usually called a promise), which can lead to dependency cycles.
Deadlock-free, deterministic-by-default models instead enforce conflict-freedom in a way that semantically prevents dependency cycles. In models that use sequential semantics for this purpose, dependency cycles like "A must follow B and B must follow N' are impossible to express because "must follow" is expressed lexicographically. Preserving sequential semantics between subtask closure and continuation may occur through blocking. In Legion, mapping logical regions may block the parent task (continuation) until the child tasks have executed. Another approach that leads to fewer constraints on the execution model is to restrict operations in the continuation in the programming model directly, allowing a subtask and continuation to execute in parallel. If a subtask reading a piece of data might run in parallel with the continuation, the continuation must avoid modifying the data to preserve the sequential semantic. In either case, current systems like Legion or MetaPASS only perform error checking for invalid task creation and dependency analysis at runtime. Regent [22] is one approach by the Legion developers to provide language support. Herein, we present another approach that could be applied to any programming model with an effect system that can be expressed in terms of a state machine -which is frequently the case for sequential semantic models like Legion.
Here we present a general deterministic-by-default futures model for distributed object collections, primarily exploring its use in load balancing. These lightweight C+t abstractions can embed deferred execution in an existing MPI C+t code. Deferred execution can provide resource virtualization, separating the logical handle for the data (similar to a future) and and its physical location. Resource virtualization through deferred execution enables load balancing, allowing data to by freely migrated since it is no longer assumed to always exist at the same location in the same address space. We introduce how these load balancing abstractions can be incrementally added to a larger MPI code base through "MPI futures" that interoperate between asynchronous kernels and MPI regions. We modify an MPI particle-in-cell (PIC) application to leverage asynchronous tasking and load balancing within one phase while interoperating with an MPI library in another phase. Along with load balancing results, we show how the customizable semantics can statically express more complex concurrency for distributed objects in the PIC code. While sequential semantics often depend on read or write usages, generalized concurrency properties can be particularly powerful for object-oriented programming. Finegrained concurrency for objects -e.g., member functions of the same object executing in parallel or operations simultaneously executing on different data members -is often present but difficult to express to runtime systems.
The abstractions here were developed as part of the DARMA project (Distributed, Asynchronous, Resilient Models for Applications). DARMA itself is a general exploration of programming and execution model abstractions, largely within the context of C+t, that are useful for dynamic or irregular applications. Here we introduce one of the DARMA libraries -the DARMA futures header library and associated backend runtime concept.
II. RELATED WORK
As previously discussed, Legion is a popular data effects models that enforces sequential semantics through read/write access requests on so-called logical regions [4] . However, logical region substructure is specified in terms of Legionspecific index and field spaces instead of C+t types. Regent is a Lua-based higher-level language that generates code for the underlying Legion C+t runtime, which reduces much of the verbosity of the Legion C+t interface [22] . The state machine introduced herein bears a resemblance to flow-sensitive type systems, particularly the type qualifiers approach of Foster, et al [10] . The reference borrowing semantics in the Rust programming language [16] also implements a statically checked type system where references lose functionality when they are used.
As mentioned above, fine-grained concurrency within a C++ object can be difficult to expresssince the class as a whole "aliases" individual members. In Charm++, the fundamental units of concurrency (chares) are usally a "monolithic" whole, only allowing one operation (entry method) to execute at a time regardless of the parallelism thatwould otherwise be available based on data effects [IS] . Legion defines a comprehensive data model with index and field 2 spaces which can understand hierarchical parallelism, exploiting finer-granularity parallelism when available. However, this requires implementing all data structures in the Legion model. The type system introduced here tries to express general concurrency relationships, with concurrency added incrementally as needed.
OpenMP [18] , [2] and OmpSs [6] are pragma-based tasking frameworks, with the possibility of defining in/out dependencies for each task. HPX [14] , [Il] provides futures for controlling program execution. While HPX implements type-safe task objects, it does not provide deterministicby-default semantics. Explicitly parallel tasking frameworks provide async-finish or fork-join keywords for creating tasks, including Cilk [5] and XIO [8] Another example, OCR [17] , is not explicitly parallel, constructing tasks with dependencies rather than directly spawning subtasks. However, the dependencies must be explicitly defined rather than being derived from an imperative model with sequential semantics. UPC+t [23] and Chapel [7] also provide tasking.
Domain-specific librariescan also rely on implicit parallelism. Uintah implements patch-based adaptive mesh refinement [21] . A sequential "patch-specific" code is implemented and the runtime system automatically derives task parallelism within a patch and implements data parallelism across patches. Listzt defines operations on vertices, edges, faces, and cells, which the Liszt framework then compiles into a task-based execution [9] . Implicit parallelism has also been pursued through auto-parallel compilers [20] .
In the current work, load balancing is based on shuffling objects in a distributed collection between processes. This strategy requires overdecomposition, with more objects than processes. Load balancing based on overdecomposition is a major feature of Charm++ [15] , particularly in the AMPI model which directly encapsulates multiple MPI ranks within a single process [13] .
III. EXTENDED FUTURES MODEL

A. Closures and Continuations
We first considerour concurrency model for a simple onnode example. Consider the code void update_a (data& a, const data& b); void parent_task (data a, data b) { preamble (a, b) ; async child_task (a) ; update_a (a, b); which demonstrates the challenges of deterministic-bydefault concurrency. Here a parent task begins executing the function preamble ( ). Creating a child task that operates on data a forces two possibilities if a sequential semantic is to be preserved. The child task could execute first, blocking the parent continuation from starting. Alternatively, the child and parent could execute in parallel, but the parent task continuation would not be allowed to modify data a (but could perform any operation on data b). The first option restricts potential parallelism and freedom in the execution model. The second option requires a difficult to enforce contract between the programmer and the runtime system not to modify data a in the continuation.
Consider instead the code that avoids a data race on ' a'.
auto a_updated~create_work<Task> (std: :move(a);
where the enable macro is Figure I . L11ustration of immediate and scheduling permissions for async_ref objects in the continuations as subtasks (closures) Like a future, the class wraps an underlying type T. However, a compile-time integer constant allows defining immediate and scheduling states -and correspondingly the allowed operations in the closure and continuation. The semantics of the program are essentially dictated by losing permissions in the continuation. Subtasks (closures) request permissions (e.g., read/write), which requires those permissions to be removed from the reference in the parent continuation. Beyond these fixed semantics for closures and continuations, the framework allows different deterrninisticby-default semantics to be defined by specifying combinations that the state machine should treat as conflicts. 
B. Load Balancing
The DARMA futures model is strongly influenced by the Legion concept of logical regions I. In DARMA futures we replace async with a function create_work: The concurrent work function creates an instance of the task for each Patch in the collection, with an extra argument provided to indicate which index is currently active. The concurrent work function is an explicitly parallel operation and assumes that functors operating on different indices can safely run in parallel.
A. Accessors and Send/Recv Operations
The DARMA futures framework allows concurrent tasks (indices) to "send" and "receive", similar to MPI. Much like task functors, send/receive operations are defined through an accessor struct that defines the data to be exchanged. The async_ref futures here have a strong connection to Legion logical regions. The variable patch represents an instance (state) of a logical piece of data in the system. When the data is sent, that instance is expired using the move operation,indicating the previous state is no longer valid. The returned variable send-patch represents the same logical piece of data, but after the send operation has completed. The deterministic-by-default semantics of send/recv can be defined for the accessor through constexpr integers. Send and receive on different ghost cells do not conflict, but would conflict with read/write tasks.
B. MPI interoperability
Collections can exist either in "MPI mode" or "DARMA mode." To create an MPI collection the librar rovides:
auto mpi-patches~ctx->make_mpi<Patch> (size) ;
In contrast to a DARMA collection, the MPI collection can be modified without concurrent work functions. We expect the dominant use case to be overdecomposed collections (more objects than MPI ranks) with data collections initialized in MPI mode. The MPI accessor defines how data is moved to/from DARMA kernels. The accessor can define a subset of the patch to move between modes. This movement of subsets is demonstrated in the particle-in-cell application. DARMA collections can be transitioned back to MPI. Future concurrent work (or phase work) calls will then use the new distribution. The load balancer can either move the entire patch object or be supplied with a struct defining a subset, as in send/recv accessors. The struct LB is similar to the accessor for send/recv, moving either the whole classor a subset. Subset load balancing is used in the particle-in-cell application below (Figure 3) D. Collectives Collective operations can be executed over collections, similar to MPI collectives. Generally, collectives either convert a piece of data (async_ref) into a collection (e.g., broadcast or scatter) or convert a collection into a single piece of data (e.g., gather, reduce). For reductions, the o eration to erform must be defined via a functor.
auto [residual, patches_red] ctx->reduce<Residual> (std: :move(patches»;
The function returns two async_ref objects, representing a dependence (residual is produced) and anti-dependence (patches_red is read).
V. BACKEND RUNTIME A. Frontend Interface
In general, a backend runtime should be able to represent execution through a computational directed acyclic graph (CDAG), capturing tasks and their dependencies as a graph rather than just a sequential execution stream. The DARMA futures library provides a frontend header library, which implements the semantics and task creation functions. The frontend is a class template, relying on a backend class arameter that meets a re uired conce t. The backend is free to implement task graphs and scheduling however it chooses. Task preconditions are expressed entirely through the immediate permissions. When a task is registered, certain pieces of data may lack the required permissions, forcing them to be put into a pending queue. When tasks finish, the destructor of the frontend task automatically releases the ermissions for all of its data. This notifies the backend runtime that permissions are available for the piece of data, potentially allowing tasks to be moved from a pending to a ready queue.
B. Overdecomposition and Load Balancing
For distributed memory, collections are primarily intended to be combined with overdecomposition. In contrast to most MPI problem decompositions, which create a single patch or partition per MPI rank, overdecomposition creates multiple partitions within a single process. To illustrate overdecomposition for load balancing, we present the basic load balancing algorithm used in the current work ( Figure  2 ). Each MPI rank holds multiple tasks, each with a given weight (e.g. timers). The algorithm exchanges tasks between "complementary" pairs. A parallel sort ranks MPI processes from most to least work. Processors with the most work (rank i) either give away or trade larger tasks to a partner rank (N -i). This process is repeated until a sufficiently balanced distribution is found. Rather than implement a parallel sort for this work, the keys passed to MPI_Comm_split are used to sort MPI ranks and assign trading partners.
VI. PARTICLE-IN-CELL MINI-App
A. Overview
The example considered here is a particle-in-cell (PIC) mini-app. PIC poses serious load balancing challenges since it combines an imbalanced, dynamic phase that operates primarily on particle data with a well-balanced, static field solve phase that operates on mesh data. An optimal, balanced distribution of particles may not match an optimal, balanced distribution of the mesh.
A baseline MPI mini-app (9K lines) was developed first, with no load-balancing. PIC is a very challenging problem to implement with multi-threading since particles can migrate dynamically. Filling send buffers or backfilling the local particle storage requires careful implementation to be thread-safe. DARMA futures aim to provide a productive programming model that easily and transparently enables task parallelism and load balancing for such an existing code. As much as possible, the original (thread-parallel) code should be preserved. Here only 500 lines of "wrapper" DARMA code was implemented in a single source file to add load balancing and asynchronous communication. The multithreaded particle move kernels were preserved without modification from the parent MPI code. Both the DARMA runtime and the PIC mini-app can be obtained on a feature branch of the DARMA github repository: https://github.comIDARMA-tasking/darma-futures
In the current work, particles move through an unstructured mesh and interact only with an electric field, which is updated via a Poisson solve (rather than a full Maxwell solve). In general, particles move through space, accelerating through electric and magnetic fields discretized via cells in the mesh. Residual charge densities and currents are updated based on the particle movement. After each timestep, electric and magnetic fields are updated through a solver. The solver phase is easy to decompose into a balanced work distribution in standard MPI code. The particle move phase is highly irregular with dynamic particle trajectories and is implemented as a DARMA kernel.
B. Data Distribution between DARMAIMPI
Certain data structures are required only for the MPI solver, only for the DARMA particle move, or are needed in both the DARMA and MPI phases. These data structures are summarized in Figure 3 . The data movement pattern from MPI to DARMA and back is not symmetric. The residual densities generated by the move kernel must be passed to the MPI solver, but need not be sent back when the DARMA kernel resumes. Similarly, the residual fields must be sent from the MPI solver to the DARMA move kernel, but need DARMA MPI overdecomposition to the application. In the original MPI code, each MPI rank assumes that particles and mesh are partitioned across distributed PIC objects, with one PIC object per rank. Overdecomposition and load balancing could have been added explicitly to the MPI code, but this would have mixed the physics algorithm with complicated bookkeeping (and in anad hoc manner specific to the PIC application). Even though the DARMA version overdecomposes into multiple PIC objects, it maintains a single-level programming model which cleanly hides the bookkeeping of overdecomposition and load balancing with a safe compile-time semantic. The original MPI code can also be "recovered" from the DARMA code by using an overdecomposition factor of 1 and choosing a different backend. Consider:
auto ctx = make_context(MPI_COMM_WORLD,argc,argv); Figure 3 . Overview of DARMA-MPI interoperability in the PIC application. The solver kernel uses the initial MPI data distribution. DARMA dynamically migrates data to achieve load balance in the move kernel. When interoperating, only a subset of data must be transferred from the DARMA location to the MPI location.
The type of the context object can be selected at compiletime and actually change the semantics of the backend. A "bulk-synchronous" context could be chosen, which turns off deferred execution and re-creates MPI execution.
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... Figure 6 shows time to execute the complete iteration, the solver portion, and the move kernel with and without load balancing assuming an overdecomposition factor of VII. RESULTS All results were collected on the Haswell partition of the Mutrino platform at Los Alamos National Laboratory. We wish to understand the performance benefits for an unbalanced problem. The critical parameter is the overdecomposition factor. More work units gives more load balancing flexibility but increases runtime overhead. Here we consider the MPI version without load balancing as the baseline.
The unbalanced problem simulates a large emission of charged particles from a 2D plate. A high particle density exists in a small region, which gradually migrates outward to create a uniform density. Figure 5 shows the effect of overdecomposition on improving the load balance for the move kernel. Note that too little overdecomposition does not grant sufficient flexibility but too much overdecomposition incurs performance overhead. Here load balancing is triggered at regular intervals. Every time an asynchronous (deferred) operation is performed on the collection, the value must be expired through C++ move semantics. Type changes express the loss of immediate permissions. One example of a conditional is shown since the load balancer mayor may not run. If the load balancer did not run, a no-op must occur that keeps the return type consistent (i.e. loses permissions).
Although not explicitly shown, the functor StartMove is a very thin wrapper around the original MPI code. The MPI_Isend and MPI_Irecv operations are replaced by send/recv operations from Section IV-A and MPI collectives are similarly replaced. The math kernels implemented in the PIC object are exactly reused. In this basic usage of the DARMA futures library, we have easily added implicit auto ctx~make_context (MPI_COMM_WORLD,argc,argv) ; int size; MPI_Comm_size(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &size); int overdec = N; auto mpi-pic = ctx->make_mpi<PIC>(size*overdec); auto phase = ctx->make-phase(mpi-pic); for (int iter=O; iter < nIter; ++iter) { solveFields(mpi-pic); //not asynchronous auto darma-pic~ctx->from_mpi<MpiGet>(move(mpi-pic»; auto darma_upd~ctx->phase_work<StartMove>( phase, iter, std: :move(darma-pic)); auto darma_balanced = iter % lb_interval == 0 ? ctx->rebalance<LB> (phase, move(darma_upd);
: ctx->no_op<Rebalance>(move(darma_upd»; mpi-pic = ctx->to_mpi(move(darma_balanced));
) not be sent back. The particles, which consume most of the memory and computational time (see below) are not directly required by the solver.
C. PIC Iterations
The PIC algorithm is shown in Figure 4 . Patches are initialized as an MPI collection. The code then alternates between moving particles as an asynchronous kernel and solving updated fields in MPI mode. moves incoming particles and backfills the particle list in a thread-safe manner. The thread-level data parallelism in the MPI+X code is directly translated to a "DARMA+X" code. StartMove from Section VI-C could be written:
The immediate and scheduling permissions of each variable is shown in Table I . The type system here handles a special case of aliasing. We wish to operate on a local patch in the collection, but we now have two variables (my--pic, colI_updated) that refer to the same data. To handle aliasing, the get Local function splits permissions. my--pic has only immediate permissions, and is not allowed to be used in creating more tasks. colI_updated no longer has immediate permissions. Any future tasks modifying a local patch must be scheduled from the collection. In contrast to a basic send/recv operation, we have a special function send_work that not only sends data but causes a task to be enqueued at the destination on arrival.
The struct MoveMigrants shows the special concurrency (and semantics) of PIC. In MoveMigrants, the collection has Moving permissions. In addition, the permissions are atomic, only allowing one task at a time but allowing any particle move to ha en in an order. 'iil E A theoretically optimal performance can be estimated by DARMA by comparing the maximum task size to the average task size in the system. These results are shown in Figure 7 . The DARMA load balancer is able to compute a work distribution within 5-10% of a theoretically optimal distribution, but the observed speedups are notably lower.
VIII. FUTURE WORK: PIC CONCURRENT SEMANTICS The original MPI particle-in-cell application implemented the majority of operations through a class PIC. The concurrency specification for PIC has special semantics. For PIC, however, we add a special state Moving, illustrated below. The DARMA PIC attornev is: The thread-parallel implementation of the parentMPI code required two functions: StartMove Critical here is termination detection. Consider the code in Figure 4 . The deterministic-by-default semantics require that the StartMove task and its child tasks relinquish permissions to darma-pic before the load balancer can use that data (via the handle named darma~upd).
The collection holds scheduling permissions that allow it to schedule tasks at other indices in the collection. In contrast to the more common semantic of read/write privileges and strictly hierarchical tasks, a special concurrent semantic is expressed via the Moving permissions. In a strictly hierarchical model, there is no requirement to run distributed termination detection. A parent task only needs to check for completion of its own child tasks. Holding schedulingpermissions to other indices in the collection forces the runtime system to detect quiescence, with quiescence occurring when all tasks relinquish schedulingpermissions across all indices. Quiescence (termination detection) is not a "first-class" construct in the programming model, being only implicit in the permissions model. Only the backend is aware of the quiescence requirement and is free to apply whatever termination detection algorithm is most suitable and efficient.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
Here we have introduced the DARMA futures library, an extended futures model in C'" providing deterministicby-default semantics via compile-time states. The semantics can be extendible and type-dependent, defined via compiletime constants. The library is primarily designed to enable concurrency for distributed collections of C'" objects. In particular, the C'" object collections are designed to enable overdecomposition for an existing MPI code, providing load balancing and asynchronous tasking as a lightweight (compile-safe) template wrapper. We have applied the prototype header library and reference runtime implementation to an MPI+X particle-in-cell mini-app, providing 3-4x performance improvements over the unbalanced MPI version. 
